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Our proprietary DeepSearchâ„¢ plagiarism checker searches for similarities Last thing I wanted to do after my paper is
hunt down all the sources I lost track of â€•.

Not only can you check plagiarism, but you can also perform a grammar and spelling check: misspellings,
improper word order, subject-verb agreement, and missing punctuation are just a few of the items it will help
you review. However, if you are looking for the best and most accurate checker â€” come and use it on our
website! Once you upload a paper, the grammar check tool scans the text and helps to highlight each
grammatical issue within your paper so you can review each incident in context. PaperRater does not endorse
nor is it responsible for content on third-party sites, so access it at your own risk. After scanning your paper to
check for plagiarism, it not only helps to suggest where to place references in your paper, but it will walk you
through how to do it. And, since it gives definitions and explanations, it can help you improve your writing
over time. However, this is not the same as changing the structure of a sentence or swapping in
synonymsâ€”this would be an example of patchwriting. If you did, does that count as plagiarism? Not only
does it flag potentially forgotten or missed citations within your final draft, but it also provides tools,
resources, and guides to help you conduct your research, polish your writing, and create your citations. If you
are using PaperRater on behalf of an organization, that organization accepts these terms to the same extent as
an individual using PaperRater. Uncredited Paraphrasing: Uncredited paraphrasing is similar in some ways to
incremental plagiarism. Once again, you access the site at your own risk. How Original is Your Text? You
want it to be interesting, fun, and, most of all, unique. Knowing the potential consequences of plagiarism
certainly makes it clear why you should avoid it. Do not use PaperRater if you do not agree to these Terms of
Use. How does it happen? Is This Really Free? No matter the method, the original wording is often easy to
spot as it peeks through its patchwork disguise. We think so too. If you find an error, please let us know. Test
yourself by teaching the subject to a willing friend or classmate and then return to your paper and try your
hand again at paraphrasing. PaperRater may modify or revise these terms at any time, at its sole discretion, by
updating this page. Submitted Content You keep ownership of any intellectual property rights, such as
copyright, that you have in the content you submit to PaperRater for review. Luckily, the BibMe Plus essay
checker is here to help writers of all levels identify and fix grammar errors while consistently improving their
skills as a writer. So, using an online checking tool can make sure your work is original, and you are using
your sources correctly. A percentage of plagiarism is shown â€” before you publish your latest blog post,
running through a checker can highlight any matches. With so many rules to follow when it comes to
structuring these references, it can be tricky to know when, how, and where to place them. Our free plagiarism
checker for students guarantees the best check and here are the key advantages of using our tool that prove
this: It is completely free. Any areas of your writing that contain duplicate content from the internet are
highlighted for your attention. This tool automatically has a scan of your blog post and will bring up content
that is similar. It is so simple and enables you to pinpoint what parts you will need to change. PaperRater's
choice not to enforce any provision of the Terms of Use does not preclude or waive our right to future
enforcement. By using PaperRater, its products or services, you agree to irrevocably waive any objection that
you may have to this venue and consent to personal jurisdiction in this venue. A free plagiarism checker may
scan your paper for matching text and merely highlight the problem areas and return a percentage that reflects
the amount of unoriginal writing it uncovered. A standard free online plagiarism checker with percentage can
give you the result within five minutes or less. Not only does it flag spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors,
but it also gives you helpful tips that explain why the item is flagged so you can correct it, learn from it, and
become a better writer. You are solely responsible for, and agree to hold harmless and indemnify including the
reimbursement of legal and accounting fees and costs , PaperRater, its agents, affiliates, representatives,
licensors, and licensees, against any claim arising from content you submit as well as content submitted by a
third party using your computer or IP address. Even though patchwriting is a form of academic dishonesty, it
can be different from our first example above. A quick scan of your paper with the BibMe plagiarism tool will
also help to reveal any passages that, while perhaps unintentional, would nevertheless be considered
plagiarizing. Just as with direct copying, incremental copying results in a student or writer taking credit for
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words and ideas that are not their own.


